

   Fifth Circuit 9½" page length brief format.
 
April Smith
     College professor/artist

Public Description

	Sitting quietly next to Drgg is April Smith, a middle aged woman, between 30 and 50 years 
of age, dressed in tropical cotton safari gear.  She has a back-pack, climbing gear and a 30.06 rifle 
with scope on the floor next to her and an artist's sketch book in her hands.  April appears to be 
almost finished with a charcoal sketch of Drgg. 

	Her eyes are green and her hair is a reddish auburn with the slightest hints of gray.  April's 
clothing reveals only that she is of either light or medium build and average height.  A gray cat sleeps 
at her feet. (8) 

Private Description

	April is a professor of art on sabbatical from Minnesota State University.  She is 36 years of 
age, non-political and intense about art from an historical and cultural perspective.  She believes in 
values rather than morals, and has morals rather than values.

	April is a white witch of Appalachian (non-wicca) tradition.  Give her RQ spirit magics at 
% chance to cast as skills (use half the RQ magic points to cast and use up magic points only if she 
succeeds in casting spells).  She is half Appalachian, quarter Irish and a quarter Creole.

	She will have climbing equipment, normal copper jacketed and serrated iron jacketed silver 
hollow-point bullets (with rowan fillers in the hollow-points), binoculars, chicken livers (fresh, for 
her cat), a change of clothes, a compact tent & bed roll and other camping gear in her back pack.  
Her rifle is a custom Herters stock and scope.  She is at +25% to hit and to cast multimissile using 
this rifle.

	Appalachian culture individuals have a 50% chance of recognizing her as a witch-finder or 
"spook-slayer."  She has the characteristic look and aura.

	She is wise, witty and cat-like.  Too filled with sharpness to be playful, but possessed of a 
sense of dark humor and quick wit.  Slightly condescending.  She is the only character to carry a 
readily identifiable weapon to the table.


Characteristics               

STR  14   
CON  17   
SIZ  10  
INT  16   
POW  22   x2 vs chaos or witchcraft
DEX  21   
CHA  17
APP  21/17 (17 without enhancement)   
EDU  26  Luck 3 + 9 (patron, the nine, fox)

She has a Tjajh Cat were form 

     (yes, she is a were-creature)
STR x1    (14)
CON x1½   (26) Small weres may change shape at will with
SIZ x¼    (02) no cost in energy and without regard for INT x½    (08) phases of the moon.  Small 
weres do not
POW x1    (22) suffer from uncontrolled change or from
DEX x2½   (51) blood lust.
CHA **
APP x1½   (32) Silver does 1½ x normal damage
EDU x½    (13)
SAN n/a
claw 1d6 or bite 1d6
20 points of kinetic armor (except vs silver & gold)
10 points of resistance vs electric and radiation
	Small weres are skillful and clever creatures, useful as scouts and in non-combat roles. 

Familiar
     Gray housecat

	The telepathic bond between April and her cat extends to 30m per point of active POW (add 
April's POW to familiar's POW, subtract any magic points used recently -- i.e. the range of the 
telepathy is controlled by magic points available to both.  Within range they can transfer magic 
points between each other and resist all magic with the sum of both of their POW scores or 52).

STR  13   
CON  30        April can talk to cats (*as much as cats can
SIZ   2        talk*), is immune to detect spells and has
INT  16        no allergies.  
POW  32   
DEX  27        She has 4 air elementals bound in her hair pins
APP  21   

	The familiar can cast glamour (RQ spirit magic) and protection 6 spells.  The familiar has 
powers of silent movement and +40% to defense which it can use both for itself and for April.  (both 
can receive the benefits at the same time).

Skills:

Art (sketch)   135%                
Art (teach)    125%                
Art (western)  120%                
Art (egyptian) 110%               
Art (greek)    105%               
Art (classical)100%               

Philosophy (art) 95%               
English (r/w/s) 90%                
Philosophy       90%               
Climbing (equip)90%
Climbing (bare) 85%                

Rifle (30.06)   85%                
Pistol (colt 45)80%
Piano           75%                
Oratory         75%                
Tjajh Cat (speak)75%               
Detect magic    75%                

Detect undead   68%                 Bull whip       67%                
Dance           67%                
                                   
Enchant (ritual)    67%*         
Fire (magic lang)   65%          
Fireblade (spell)   65%          
Extension (ritual)  55%          
Enhance (ritual)    50%          
Multimissile 4      45%          
Glue (spell)        45%          

+186% worth of magic related skills and spells (per below).                                   
reads at 25% of skill greek,     
egyptian and romance writings    
*Enchant allows April to bind a spell into an object.  The spell may then be cast (once) from the 
object at a later time. 
                                 
186% available for custom use & player decision on spells. 

PLAY NOTES

	April is much more a cat than a human, with cat-like morals, sexual tastes, eating habits and 
perspectives.  April should be played very much like a liberal college professor who is slowly 
becoming emeshed and reformed into the mind-set of a cat.

	In addition, April has a cultural heritage of witchcraft, magic and specific roles for magic-use 
and magic-users.  She grew up in an Irish/Creole household in the southern Appalachan mountains 
and was educated in New Orleans.  She did her graduate work at Wesley and then taught as an 
instructor at the University of Minnisota and as an assistant professor at the University of Wisconsin 
(Madison).
	She received tenure and a lifetime endowment last year as a gift from one of the Nine (Fox).  
He is her patron.

